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Never had there been dancing
in the scientist’s carbon paper pad
until this morning, a girl appeared
pirouetting down the aisle of  the bus.
For seven years, I have looked on
while he scribbles his digits 
RI �VXFK�PDJQLÀFHQW�LPSRUWDQFH
that he does not glance up once
until his stop, and for seven years,
I have wondered not just about
the astronomy, but the sort of  sleep
he gets so that his eyelids are purpling,
whether he dreams up his theories,
whether his salt-spotted leather jacket
was his father’s, what his voice
sounds like, what he tells a woman
when he wants her to fall in love.
Meticulous as his science is, he is not
a careful man by any measure.
Perhaps that is what he understands
about the young girl who dances,  
who does not know she is improper
but knows the footing for each position
RQH�WKURXJK�ÀYH��+HU�IHHW��KH�VNHWFKHV
in parallel and dovetailed articulations
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blue, blue – but not blue 

enough and too, too much 
of  beauty – too electric, too clear – 

D�IUR]HQ�ZLQGÁRZHU�
(but not near enough) 

a glean of  azure – glacial spring – 

UHÁHFWHG�LQ�WKH�ZDQG�RI �KLV�
glory or gilded by glaciers

frozen aqua clear as north-breath. 

marvelous drops of  icicle dew
light being. light an embodiment. light feeling 

light. the same (as) sound. 
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as if  tracking the collisions of  comets.
It is not merely how she dances that
entrances him—Why does she dance?
Why, after all these years, does he see
DQRWKHU�KXPDQ�EHLQJ�IRU�WKH�ÀUVW�WLPH
in her gray pea coat, with the sleeves
too long, her galoshes slogging along
after her resolute steps, her small nose
wrinkled at the bridge, her eyes closed.
I wish I could tell him that the girl
is the wrong question for a scientist,
who must ask only what he can answer.
But all I can do is watch and wonder
as she turns like a star in his hands.

Mary Nielsen

Elizabeth Beam



        The city leaves us
spinning. Lines and lights
VOLS�ÁXLG�RXW�RI �WKH�PLQG�
All you can do to guess
which roads you crossed
is to hoist your left shoe
and in the ruts of  the sole
will be an old wad of  gum
and in it, nearly readable 
scraps of  receipt, confetti,
maybe a used ticket stub.

        The Spinning Man
is something of  the city.
Poised for the museum, 
yet it sticks like artifacts
to places, points in time. 
A bus chugs up, a man
trips, the moon huddles
under a gauzy shroud.
Impressions are whims
to feel the steel grating,
WR�GHOLEHUDWH�WKH�JUDIÀWL�
to call up a friend to go
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DORQJ�WR�D�Á\HU·V�VKRZ�
Surely, you’ve seen the
river—every good city
has a river—but who
can say why or when.
The city thrives, and yet
it is a graveyard of  ruins
that haunt you vaguely.
Soon you leave, and it
leaves you back where
you started, unsensing.

          When I recollect
the city it is just like this 
map splattered with last
week’s castoff  souvenirs.
It lets chaos be chaos.
Impressions falter, fade
into whitespace. I look to
this painting, and I don’t
know what I’ll take away
from it, but can use it now
to go momentarily home.

The Spinning Man by Mark Bradford, 
2007

Elizabeth Beam


